2019 EDUCATION PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS

Visit the Maritime Museum for a transformative learning experience on both land and sea.

Darling Harbour, Sydney.  sea.museum/excursions
EXHIBITIONS

On Sharks & Humanity
Experience how art can affect cultural change through this bilingual exhibition (Mandarin and English) which explores humanity’s relationships to sharks and features contemporary works by important Chinese, Indigenous and Australasian artists.

Bligh - Hero or Villain?
Almost universally portrayed as a villain in movies and books, does this view of William Bligh stand scrutiny today? Explore the many sides of this infamous Australian historical figure, but be prepared for some surprises!

Sea Monsters - Prehistoric Ocean Predators
Earth’s oceans have been home to some of history’s largest, fiercest and most successful predators. Explore these ancient waters and swim with those that have stalked the prehistoric depths.

SCHOOL PROGRAMS

All Aboard
Get to know your new class with a fun, interdisciplinary excursion focussed on marine environments and maritime safety.

Australian Migration Stories
Explore the incredible stories of those that have travelled across the seas to settle in Australia and investigate the contributions they have made to our modern society.

Pyrmont Walk
Join us for this Geographic case study that highlights the changing nature of the people and places in Pyrmont through the lenses of economic, social and environmental sustainability.

Visit sea.museum/excursions for program details on these and other curriculum linked adventures.